We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the product: „Shower seat“

with the article numbers: 0001RD**, 0020RD**, 0015RD**, 0020SD**, 0002RD**, 3020SD**, 5035SD, 5040SD**

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing director -

Bruneck, March 8th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the product: „Bath seat“

with the article number: 0020SB**PM and 0001RB**

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, March 08th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the product: „Hanging seat for grab bars and back rests“

with the article numbers: 3001EP**PM, 0100EP**PM, 0101EP**PM, 0300EP**PM, 0301EP**PM, 5035EP**PM, 0500EP**PM, 5090/5095ZH**PM, 4090/4095ZH**PM, 3090/3095ZH**PM, 2090/2095ZH**PM, 0085ZH**PM

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing director -

Bruneck, March 08th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the products: „Holding handle, different wall handrail solutions, wall handle 90°/145° with and without shower holder“

with the following series: series animo, series 150, series 200, series 250, series 300, series 350, series 400, series 500 in different sizes, colours and materials

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing director -

Bruneck, april 7th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the products: „Folding and support handles with and without paper holder“

with the following series:  series animo, series 200, series 250, series 300, series 400, series 500 in different sizes, colours and materials

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing director -

Bruneck, april 7th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the product: „Bath and foot stool‟

with the article numbers: 0001BH**, 0001SH**, 0001BS**, 3001SH**PM, 5035SH**PM

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing director -

Bruneck, March 08th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the product: „Handle for bathtub“

with the article number: 0001WG** and 0001WG**PM

have been tested.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN ISO 14971:2012
EN ISO 17966:2016

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, March 08th 2022